Experiencing Mother Meera
by Christopher ROSS
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For me, a middle-aged psychotherapist and academic psychologist
of religion, it was unusual simply to
go with my feeling that Mother Meera
was someone special. I heard about
her in a seminar on mysticism during
my sabbatical year at the University
of Kent. Furthermore I found it remarkably
. easy to trust my intuition
that an opportunity would come for
me to visit her in Germany before
Cana&. My chance came
in June 1995.
Mother Meera gives hrsban (blessing) four days a week, by appointment, in a large room in her home. I
arrived at the designatedmeetingplace
to find a gathering of healthy looking
people. Soon there were over a hundred folk; we were then split into two
parties and taken to the meditation
hall. Once there, Adilakshmidirected
me to sit in the second row, but by the
wall, so that my excessive heightwould
not obscure others' view. Promptly at
seven o'clock every one stood up, and
then a small sari-clad woman flowed
across the room toward theonly armchair in the hall. The hall held about
160 people. She sat down on the low
armchair and leaned slightlyforward.
Adilakshmi sat immediately to her
left in a position from which to survey the room. An oficial-looking
blue-suited German sat down in the
front row on the other side, also well
positioned for vigilance.
O n this first night my seat afforded
a slightly oblique face-on view of
Mother Meera. What struck me initially about Mother Meera was her
seeming vulnerability. She appeared
small, even frail. Her breathing appeared too strong for her body. Apart
from her breathing she sat perfectly
still as she looked at each person,
absorbing herlhim into her consciousness. Mother Meera makes a
strong first impression. Paula, a Toronto writer in her forties, described
her entrance: "This tiny little being,
~
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floating ... seemingly in a trance
already." Vanessa, 48, former probation officer from London, England, wrote:

From Mother Mccrai first entrance, my eyes were transfied
and I& very stirred in watching
her, as she worked on those who
came b+re her. The mprrimce
was quite unlike my mpectations
and Ifiund tears welling up right
from the start.. ..
Denise, an occupationaltherapist and
artist from Fairfield Iowa, remarked:
"I was in awe. She was so delicate,
tiny but intense and powerful."
At my own visit, I soon learned the
format of the next two and onequarter hours. Someone got up from
one of the chairs, went to the front,
and sat in or knelt by the "waiting"
chair just two feet from Mother
Meera. As each person came before
her, she moved her hands to grasp
their head firmly between her fingers. The position of her hands varied slightly from person to person,
sometimes touching toward the side
of the head, sometimes toward the
temple. After this brief pranam, or
bowing before the divine spirit embodied within a holy person, Mother
Meera dropped her hands, and the
individual sat up facing her. Mother
Meera simply looked at the person
for about 20 seconds. After this brief
period she conspicuously dropped
her eyes, and the person rose and
returned to the seat. Mother Meera
repeated this for all 160 or so people
in the room.
I was impressed by her stamina.
She remained still throughout the
two hours. I now realize that I had
previously noticed her breathing because everything else about her was
so absolutely still!
There was no set order for individuals to present for pranam and
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&&an, and the process of choosing
when to present brought up personal
issues for many. Vanessacommented:
It was at least one hour bcforeIjdt
ablc to move into the aisle to receive riarshan and my heart was
racing.. .. Ifound impure thoughts
rise up, as if to challenge, [and]
test, thepurity and love of the one
before me.
As for me, I waited for my own inner
prompting to move me toward the
"waiting" chair. I noticed mild fear
and I went through many procrastinations. Finally after 50 minutes I
went up. I bowed low, wondering
where to place my hands in relation
to her petite feet. She touched me,
firm finger tips at my brow and temples. I was aware of not feeling anything very different, except for being
handled by someone capable of clear
and deliberate movements. I felt
physically awkward, unsure whether
I should be resting my buttocks on
my calves rather than holding something of a monkey pose. Then,
through a barely perceptible gesture,
I anticipated the release ofher fingers.

In thepranam Ipositioned myself
awkwardly andfelt strong hand
pull my head$rwar& this was
not the light touch of upail, unworldly Indian woman!And then
came the truly extraordinary moment. Her hand fell away and I
knelt back and looked into her
ye. My emotional level had of
courscalrcadybeen ... heightened,
but what happened npxt was again
totally unexpected. I experienced
such a power, a force (which on
reflection I interpreted as Light),
pouring through her that it was
almost unbearable.. .. I broke
down in profiLsfy flowing tears.
[At first] I imagined a personal
encounter but later fet it [to be]
the exact opposite-totally impersonal, Mother Meera acting as an
empty vessel or channel for that
Paratman Light which she has
told us she is bringing down to
earth as his willing "roworker."
My tears continued in some hgree for the remainhr of the session.. ..
Denise recalled a similarly deep encounter with a core self:

-

"My emotional level had already been heightened,
but what happened next was totalely unexpected.
I experienced such a power (which on reflection
I interpreted ar Lighd, pouring through her that
I broke down in profusely flo wing tears.
J,

I sat up. I saw her looking at me, as if
she had always been looking at me
from the beginning of time. There
was a white gray smokiness around
her face. Now I could see only her two
brown eyes. And that was it. She
lowered her eyes.
Vanessa clearly described that transition from bending in pranam and
straightening to receive darshan:

I f lt hergaze embrace all of me, as
ifshe was looking directly at my
Higher S& knew my past lives,
knew my lessons in this l@ and
just held me in reverenceand love.
It was as fi I felt her say, 'Zove
yourselfas I loveyou."
The initial meeting with Mother
Meera sometimes triggered negative

feelings. Jantina, 5 1, a Dutch women

But that evening in the meditation

revealed what she is engaged in dur-

from Hilversum, recounted:

hall with Mother Meera was the first
time I had the same deep meditative
experiencewhether my eyeswere open
or closed. When the atmosphere of
the locale is sufficientlysaturated with
spiritual power, it may be unnecessary to cut down external physical
stimuli by closing the eyes.
Denise reported remarkable experiences immediately upon arising
from darshan :

ing d a d a n :

Iwas nervous and insecure, almost
as iftht3 was the Last Judgment
and Mother Meera would see, in
one glimpse, all of my shortcomings andinadrquacie~~
I was overcome with shame! When she
touchrdmy he& I f l t cowngertips at my tmplcs and I noticed
how cold her fret were. It allfrlt
"inhuman." WhenI looked in her
ryc, mygau wouldnot stop at her
cyeballr. On the contrary, I was
ablr to look beyond. Her tyes were
as transparent as spring water.
Following my own first &&an, I
walked back to my seat. My head was
swimming. There seemed to be energy circulating in my head. With my
eyes now closed I experienced swirling moving light. I had been meditating for 18years using Transcendental
Meditation. In this approach the eyes
are closed. Since visiting Mother
Meera, I have experienced the benefits ofmeditatingwith my eyes open.

Mother Meera
80

I got up, my heart beating more
rapidly. I was not sure I'd be ablc
to walk back to my seat. Once
there, I closed my eyes and experienced nothing short of total bliss. I
was very alcrt, mind still very
exhilarated and light in my heart,
as ijjjlhdwith her l o v e - d i v i n c ~

unafraid.
From my seat, I was fascinated to
see the uniqueness of each individual's encounter with Mother Meera.
The person's life seemed summed up
in the gaze as each faced her. Mother
Meera seemed to give herself completely to the next new encounter.
For she seemed to increase the depth
of her breathing in the first few seconds of contact with each new person. Her attention was unwavering. I
do not recollect her blinking once in
over two hours.
At nine-fifteen, there being no one
in the "waiting" chair, Mother Meera
got up and, followed by Adilakshmi,
moved swiftly across the room and
through the doorway into the private
part of the house. She was gone.
In some rare interviews with
Andrew Harvey and the Coxes,
Mother Meera described what she
was doing during pranam and
darshan. She said that there are white
threads running from the toes to the
head. These are important for an
individual's spiritualdevelopment, for
it is along them that the Paratman
Light travels. Progress occurs when
this light can travel further up the
body. Mother Meera takes someone's
head in order to undo knots that
block the upward flow of the
Paratman Light. Mother Meera also

I am looking at every corner of
your being. I am looking at everything within you to see where
I can help, where I can give healing and power. At the same time,
I am giving Light to every part of
your being. I am opening every
part of yourself to the Light.
When you are open you feel and
see this clearly. (Mother Meera
74)
Her depiction of a thorough-going
search during darshan fitted the reports of many receivers, both their
repeated feeling of being contacted at
a deep level of themselves and those
variations in people's experience, in
which some felt in touch with the
pain in themselves, while others felt
loved and valued. However, whether
the experience was of joy or sorrow,
there was a sense of a powerhl supportive presence. More significantly
this sense of presence seems to last.
Finally, during another darshan,
two days later, I tried once more to
glimpse Mother Meera in eye contact
with other visitors. The expression
on the faces of the visitors indicated
that they were more open than ever
before. The aliveness of their spirit
accompanied revelation of their sufferingas well. For some men it seemed
that their spirit was shining through
a long held attitude of defiance, bypassing their just-below-the-surface
habitual anger.
- For somewomen their
spirit shone past what seemed to be
layers of humiliation that had sat too
long upon their flattened cheeks.
Other women and men (there were
three times as many women as men)
just beamed excitement, as if their
eyes were saying: "Hello! I am so
excited to be here." By the end of the
brief encounter, almost all the eyes
seemed to be saying: "Thank you,
Mother Meera. I feel love right now."
This was my first visit to.Mother
Meera. I was ~ r e ~ a r efor
d the unexpected, but not totally prepared. A
property of the transcendent when it
rubs up against the customary life of
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the ego is the experience of abruptness and ofspace, as an open attitude
permits the challenging of deeply
embedded assumptions. And mine
have been challenged.
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SHULAMIS YELIN
In the dream
In the dream
a beam of light
cut my ribcage open.
I placed the fingers of both hands
between my breasts
and gently,
like the doors of an Oren Kodesh,l
both sides swung open
exposing my heart-

and you stepped into
that holy place.
I welcomed you,
,~
a D y b b ~ kfull-powered,
to keep me restless.
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Let no one come near me with fire!
Let no drop of water on me
' ~ Oren
n
Kodesh is the Ark of the Covenant where
the Torahs are kept.
2~ Dybbuk is a wandering spirit, a Cabbalistic idea.
3 ~ u r i n gthe ritual performed to exorcise a Dybbuk,
neither water nor fire may come within the sphere
of the victim.
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